
Introduction 

Research Questions
• Does phonetics-based pronunciation instruction produce 
more correct pronunciation?  

• Do learners become more self-sufficient when provided  
with phonetic training?

Methods 
The phonetics method used the International Phonetics 
Alphabet (IPA), explicit instruction on sound production.

The reference method used reference words, repetition, no 
visual support of IPA symbols.

Group A Group B

Experiment

The reference words were chosen because they are  minimal 
pairs in French: the sounds in question are the only elements 
that distinguish meaning.

• Two sections of French 101, 28 student participants.

• A different 15-minute lesson presented every two weeks: 
each group received 2 with phonetics, 2 with reference 
words.

• Participants’ pronunciation was evaluated at the end of 
the semester.

• Their attitudes were gauged through a survey: “Among 
the teaching techniques used by your instructor this 
semester, describe one or more that you feel helped improve 
your pronunciation of French and explain how it helped”.

Results

Conclusion 

The phonetics method seems to meet 
students’ needs by providing beneficial visual 
input, and clearly explaining rules. Students’ 
pronunciation was more consistently correct 
too.

Communicative competence is an
important goal in learning a foreign
language, and correct pronunciation can
be vital to effective communication in
French.

The visual support provided by
phonetics may enable beginning-level
college students to better distinguish
pronunciation differences in their study of
French, and thereby establish a
foundation for correct pronunciation.

Standard deviation was 
smaller on pronunciation tests: 
target sounds were produced more 
consistently in groups with phonetic 
instruction first. 
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     vs.      vs.   ]

[s] vs. [z]

[y] vs. [u]

[ə] vs. [e]

GROUP AND 

TEACHING METHOD

STANDARD

DEVIATION

B (phonetic) 1.893

A (reference) 1.403

B (phonetic) .750

A (reference) .900

B (phonetic) 1.740

A (reference) .866

B (phonetic) 1.250

A (reference) .793

Survey question:

75% of students found explicit instruction helpful
68% found visual input helpful

Using phonetics falls under both of these categories.
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Method Lesson 1 Lesson 2 Lesson 3 Lesson 4

IPA      vs.      vs.   ] [s] vs. [z] [y] vs. [u] [ə] vs. [e]

Reference 
words

vent, vingt, vont

(wind, twenty, 

go)

poisson, 
poison
(fish, 

poison)

tu, tout
(you, all)

le, les
(‘the’ singular 

& plural)


